(54) Title: COFFEE CUP AND METHOD AND DEVICE FOR MAKING A COFFEE CUP

(57) Abstract: The present invention relates to a kit-of-parts of a cup part (12) and a separate cover (14) which together form a coffee cup (200), the cup part (12) comprising: - bottom wall (16) and a circumferential side wall (18) - a circular flange (26) extending outwardly from an upper end of the side wall, the flange having an outer edge (30) which has a thickness (31), the cover comprising: - a substantially flat circular central portion (70) configured to engage the upper surface (36) of the cup part and to cover the upper opening, - a skirt (76) extending downwardly from the circumference of the central portion, the skirt having a skirt length (78), wherein the skirt length (78) is larger than the thickness (31) of the outer edge (30) of the flange, the skirt being configured to be bent around the outer edge of the flange, - a circular beaded edge (80) defining the end of the skirt, wherein the beaded edge of the cover extends outwardly from the skirt over a distance (84) the beaded edge being configured to be deformed against an underside (40) of the flange of the cup part in order to secure the cover onto the cup part and form the coffee cup. 
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